Address:____________________________
		
								City:_______________________________
								
								Country:____________________________

								Date:_______________________________

			 
The Board of Directors
American Nuclear Society
555 N. Kensington Avenue
La Grange Park, IL 60526-5592

Subject:	PETITION FOR AUTHORIZATION OF LOCAL SECTION

To Board of Directors:

By this letter, we, the undersigned, all of whom are members of the American Nuclear Society, request approval from the Board of Directors for the organization of a geographical section of the Society in _____________________________________________________.  The region we propose 
to embrace is___________________________________________________.  Headquarters of the
Section will be in________________________________________________.  The proposed name of the Section is________________________________________Local Section of ANS.  

We have read the Bylaws and Rules of the Society, and specifically ARTICLE B9.1 CONSTITUENT UNITS (geographical)  thereof, and the text for pending amendments to that ARTICLE.  Furthermore, we agree to conform with the requirements therein stated and in all other respects with the broad objectives of the Society which are: “the advancement of science and engineering relating to the atomic nucleus, and of allied sciences and arts, and the integration of the several disciplines constituting nuclear science and technology.”

The required 20 (twenty) signatures of ANS Members in___________________________________
are attached.
					Respectfully submitted,


					_______________________________________
					Interim Chair of Organizing Group


					_______________________________________Section
					American Nuclear Society

Petition Signatures to

establish the ______________________Local Section of ANS

		Signatures of ANS Members in_______________________Date___________

	Signature				Organization Affiliation		Address/City and ZIP
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